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most wonderful time of the year.

All year, all year.

Doot doot doot doot doot doot du. With those there'll be doot.

Kids jingle belling, and everyone telling you, holiday greetings, and gay happy meetings when much mistletoe ing and hearts will be glowing, when cheer, "Be of good cheer," of good cheer, it's the friends come to call, to call, it's the loved ones are near, are near, it's the cheer, "Be of good cheer," friends come to call, loved ones are near.

most wonderful time of the son of

most wonderful time
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It's the year, all, happiest season of all. There'll be parties for hosting, marshmallows for toasting and caroling out in the snow. Scary ghost stories and tales of the glories of

*Opt. SAT above bass melody to m. 48.
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Christmas long, long ago.

D.S. al Coda

It's the most wonderful time.

most wonderful time, most wonderful time,

of the year.
II. Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow!
For SATB a cappella
Performance Time: Approx. 1:15
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Cheery ($J = 132$) ($\text{mf}$)

Soprano
Alto

Tenor
Bass

Snow! Let it snow!
Oh let it snow, snow,

Snow! Let it snow!

1. Oh the

snow, snow! Oh let it snow, snow, snow, snow! Oh the

weather outside is frightful, but the fire is so
doesn't show signs of stopping and I brought some corn for
fire is slowly dying and my dear we're still good
lightful, and since we've no place to go,
popuping, the lights are turned way down low,
byeing, but as long as you love me so,

To Coda

Let it snow! Let it snow! Let it snow!

snow! Ba doom ba It

snow! Doot doot doot doot doot du du

snow! Ba doom doot! When we finally kiss good night, how I'll

hate go-in' out in the storm! But if you'll really hold me tight.
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D.S. al Coda

all the way home. I'll be warm.

CODA

finger snaps

snow! Let it snow!

Snow! Let it snow!

Oh let it snow, snow,

snow, snow! Oh let it snow, snow,

snow, snow! Let it snow!

Let it snow!

Solo or small group

Let it snow!

Oh let it snow, snow,

Let it snow!
III. Silver Bells

For SATB a cappella

Performance Time: Approx. 1:30

Words and Music by

JAY LIVINGSTON and RAY EVANS
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Children laughing, people passing, meeting smile after smile, And on every street corner you hear,

Duet:
Male sing upper notes
Female sing lower notes

Close to "ng" immediately on ding dong.
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It's Christmas time in the city.

Soon it will be Christmas day.
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Soon it will be Christmas day.

Soon it will be Christmas day.

Soon it will be Christmas day.

Soon it will be Christmas day.

a tempo

a tempo

a tempo
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IV. Rudolph The Red-Nosed Reindeer
(with "Frosty The Snow Man")

For SATB a cappella

Performance Time: Approx. 2:40

RUDOLPH THE RED-NOSED REINDEER
Music and Lyrics by JOHNNY MARKS

In two ($=69$)

Suprano

Alto

Tenor

Bass

In four ($=112$)

Slow ($=76$)

Com- et and Cu-pid and Don-ner and Blitz-en, but do you re-call the most

With a bounce ($=138$) (\(\frac{3}{4}\)\(\frac{3}{4}\))
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Ru-dolph, the red-nosed rein-deer
All of the other rein-deer
had a very shiny
used to laugh and call him

*doom doom doom ba du ba doom doom du ba*

And if you ever saw it,
you would even say it glows.
join in any reindeer,

*doom doom doom, doom ba du ba doom doom*

reindeer games.
Doot doot doot, doot doot doot,

*doom doot. Oh then one foggy Christmas Eve,*
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doot doot doot, doot doot doot, doot doot doot

Santa came to say: "Rudolph, with your nose so bright,

du du du du du du du du du du. Then how the reindeer

won't you guide my sleigh tonight?" Ba du ba doom doom

loved him as they shouted out with glee:

doom doom ba du ba doom doom du ba doom doom, ba

"Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer,
you'll go down in his to

doom doom doom doom ba du ba doom doom du ba doom doom doom
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Faster ($d = 160$)

```
Frosty the snow man

Words and Music by STEVE NELSON and JACK ROLLINS
```
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must have been some magic in that old silk hat they found.

All


For

doom doom doom doom doom doom doom doom. Du du

when they placed it on his head

Oh,

he began to dance around. Du ba du

Frosty the snowman was alive as he could be, and the

(he could be,)

doom doom doom ba doom doom doom doom doom doom doom ba doom doom doom

children say he could laugh and play just the same as you and me, And he

doom doom doom doom doom doom doom doom doom doom doom doom. Du du du
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waved good-bye say-in' "Don't you cry, I'll be back again some

day."

Look at Frosty go.

Thump-et-y thump thump, thump-et-y thump thump,

Over the hills of

snow.

Look at Frosty go! See you next year We'll miss you, etc.
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V. The Christmas Song
(Chestnuts Roasting On An Open Fire)

Arranged by
KIRBY SHAW

Performance Time: Approx. 2:50

Music and Lyrics by
MEL TORME and ROBERT WELLS

Warmly, freely ($\downarrow = 84$)

Unis.

Chestnuts roasting on an open fire.

Jack Frost nipping at your nose.

Yuletide carols being sung by a choir and

© 1946 (Renewed), 1995 EDWIN H. MORRIS & COMPANY, A Division of MPL Communications, Inc.
All Rights Reserved
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folks dressed up like Eskimos. Ev'rybody

knows a turkey and some mistletoe help to make the season

bright. Tiny tots with their eyes all a-glow will

find it hard to sleep to-night. They know that Santa's on his
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way; He's loaded lots of toys and goodies on his sleigh and every

mother's child is gonna spy to see if reindeer really know how to

fly. And so, I'm offering this simple phrase to

kids from one to ninety two. Although it's been said many
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times, many ways; Merry Christmas to you.

Solo or small group

Chestnuts roasting on an open fire.
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